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Bleeder valve

Replaces
1515098
Suitable for
Scania P-/G-/R-/T-Series
Scania Bus 4-/F-/K-/N-Series
Scania 4-Series
Scania L-/P-/G-/R-/S-Series
Product details

Product info:

Height:

max. 53,5 mm

Width:

max. 15 mm

Weight:

0,06 kg

Thread:

M10 x 1.0 6H

Width across flats:

SW 17

Bleeder valve structure

This bleeder valve, which is attached directly to the common rail,
can be used to vent it after installing a new fuel filter unit. The

1 M10 x 1.0 thread

3 Bleed screw

opening is protected from dust and dirt using the end protection

2 Safety pin

4 Air vent with connectivity

cap attached to the valve.
Based on the 9-point testing plan used for this product, the valve
is evaluated for flawless function, correct dimensions and further
optical characteristics to ensure trouble-free operation.
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Bleeder valve

Tips & tricks
To prevent faults and leaks of the valve, the correct seal must be
used during assembly. It must be tightened to the torque specified
by the manufacturer.
To bleed the article, the appropriate adapter must be pushed onto
the bleeder valve and the fluid collected in a catchment tank via an
approved hose, at best transparent. This prevents the fuel getting
into neighbouring components and the environment. The hose also
allows air particles in the system to be detected. It must also be
ensured that the air was fully pumped out of the system to ensure
flawless function. Rinsing based on the manufacturer’s requirements
is required if there are contaminants in the fuel system.

DT Spare Parts
The complete range of the brand DT Spare Parts offers all
the spare parts required for the repair and maintenance of
commercial vehicles. The constant high quality level is achieved
by uncompromising quality assurance and the continuous product
optimization within the framework of the Diesel Technic Quality
System (DTQS). Further infos at www.dtqs.de
Your personal benefits:
▪ Everything from a single source: 40 000 products
▪ Information: 30 product catalogues
▪ Support: sophisticated online services
▪ Trust: 24-month guarantee
▪ Newsletter: the latest information
Further infos: http://benefits.dt-spareparts.com
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You can find products of the brand DT Spare Parts at authorized distribution partners and at www.dt-spareparts.com.

